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Secondary Port Calculations 
 

 

Standard Port: ................................................  Secondary Port: ................................................ 

Date: .....................     Time Zone*: ...............  Time / Height Required: ................................... 
 

 Time** Height  

Standard Port HW or LW*** HW LW Tide Range 

 1 2 3 4 

Differences 5 6 7  

Secondary Port 8 9 10  

 Summer Time (DST)    

 11    

* The zone time used for the times is the Standard Time for the port as indicated at the top of each tide table. Tidal differences for the secondary 
ports are related to the times of HW and LW at the standard port. 
** Use the Standard Time of the port as given in the tide table and do not add one hour for non-shaded areas.  

*** Time for HW if the tidal curve for the standard port is given for HW, otherwise take the LW time. 

Interpolation of differences (6-9):  

Method 1 Method 2 

Time HW or LW 
 Thales' theorem 

 

Height HW Height LW  

Detailed Instructions: 

1. Obtain predicted times and heights of high water (HW) and low water (LW) at the standard port, and enter them in fields 1 to 3. Note that 
you only need the time for HW or LW depending on whether the tidal curve for the standard port is given for HW or LW. 

2. Calculate the tide range (field 4) as the difference between HW and LW. 

3. Obtain data for the secondary port from the secondary port differences table and complete fields 5-7 by interpolation. The interpolations 
can be resolved graphically using the crocodile graphs (Method 1) or by using Thales’ theorem (Method 2). 

4. Complete fields 8-10 by applying the differences and correct the time to the summer time (DST) in field 11 if needed. 

5. On the tidal graph for the standard port, plot the HW & LW heights (fields 9-10) and join them with a diagonal line. 

6. Mark the required time (or required height) on the tidal graph and from this value go vertically towards the curves. 

7. Interpolate for the tide range (field 5) between the spring curve and the neap curve. Go horizontally to read off the height of the tide for 

the required time (or the time for the required height of the tide).  
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Tidal Stream Calculations 
 

 

 

Standard Port: ...................................         

Date: ...................................................... 

 

Springs (Sp) Tide Mean Range* (m): ................      Today’s HW Time: ................................ 

Neaps (Np) Tide Mean Range* (m): ...................     Today’s Tide Range** (m): ................ 

 

   
Tidal Time 

 
Tidal Time 

Range 

Tidal 

Set/Direction 

(°) 

Neaps (Np)  

Tidal Rate 

(kt) 

Springs (Sp)  

Tidal Rate 

(kt) 

Interpolated 

Tidal Rate 

(kt)*** 

        

-6        

        

-5        

        

-4        

        

-3        

        

-2        

        

-1        

        

HW          

        

+1        

        

+2        

        

+3        

        

+4        

        

+5        

        

+6        

         
 

* Mean range for springs and neaps can be read off from the tidal curve of the standard port 
** Difference between HW and LW of standard port for today 
*** To interpolate tidal rate use the formula below or the computation of rates table. 

 

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒[𝑘𝑡] = Np tidal rate + (Sp tidal rate − Np tidal rate) x 
Today′s tide range − Np Tide Mean Range

Sp Tide Mean Range − Np Tide Mean Range
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Fig. Computation of rates table from Admiralty Tidal Stream atlas, where: x-axis contains rate of tide marked off in tenths; y-axis contains tide range 

Interpolation or rate instruction:  

1. Mark off on the y-axis, as a horizontal line, springs and neaps mean range. 

2. Mark off on the x-axis springs and neaps tide rates for a given hour so that they cross with the horizontal lines drawn in point 1. 

3. Draw a line through these 2 points. Mark off today’s tide range on that line and read off the tidal stream on the y-axis.  
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Considerations: 

• Tide predictions are computed for a standard barometric pressure of 1013 hectopascals (hPa) or millibars 

(MB). A difference from the average of 1 hPa can cause a difference in height of 1 centimetre. A low 

barometer will allow the sea level to rise and a high barometer will tend to depress it.  

• Generally, in good weather most of the tidal streams that we encounter should be flowing at a speed that’s 

within 20% of the predicted rate.  

• Always leave some safety margin (e.g. 0.5m) under the keel clearance. 

• Approaching a narrow entrance of a tidal estuary after a long period of heavy rainfall, be prepared for the 

ebb tide to be considerably accelerated by floodwater pouring down from the higher ground. In the open sea 

around shores, a strong wind blowing continually from the same direction as the tidal stream can increase 

its speed – and slow it down when it runs towards the blow. As a rough guide, a Force 6 blowing in the same 

direction for around 12 hours can increase/decrease the tidal stream’s speed by about ½ knot, and about 1 ¼ 

knots if a Force 9 gale persists for a couple of days. 

• Stream flows faster in deep water channels. Be aware when crossing a main channel that its deeper water 

will be flowing much faster than in the shallow water on either side. 

• Use the elements (wind and tide) if possible, to go against them for maximum control, e.g. when approaching 

a berth or marina. 

• Before entering a complex pilotage situation where accurate allowance for cross-tide is critical, it’s worth 

spending a few minutes holding the station by an outer mark. By stemming the stream while noting the 

reciprocal of our heading, provided the speed shown on our electronic log is accurate, we can get a fairly 

reliable indication of the actual speed and direction of the stream we’ll encounter when we get underway 

again. 

Additional resources:  

https://keyassets.timeincuk.net/inspirewp/live/wp-content/uploads/sites/20/filebank/tidal_streams.pdf  

https://pzsc.org.uk/shorebased/tidalstreams-ym/  

https://keyassets.timeincuk.net/inspirewp/live/wp-content/uploads/sites/20/filebank/tidal_streams.pdf
https://pzsc.org.uk/shorebased/tidalstreams-ym/

